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A Benedictine oblate concludes her relationship with her spiritual teacher, an elderly
Benedictine abbot, and reviews his teachings after his death.

About the AuthorBob Carruthers is an Emmy Award winning author and historian, who has

written extensively on the Great War. A graduate of Edinburgh University, Bob is the author of a
number of military history titles including the Ebook Tops best seller The Wehrmacht in Russia. -This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Carole Carlsbad, “and disappointed that is the last of her inspiring and joyful .... Read all her

previous books and this is also outstanding in my opinion. Bought the Kindle version and didn't
check the book's length - was surprised how short the book is, and disappointed that is the last
of her inspiring and joyful books. Still, do read this one after you read all her previous books.

Surprisingly I am a member of her home parish - don't know her, but love her take on faith and
honesty of her walk in that walk.”

Sr Clare Benedicta cos, “Down to earth ... living ones spirituality. This is truly a honest and
humble reflection of the author's perseverance in striving to live her rule of life in the world that

can and does speak to all, both secular and religious . I couldn't help but snicker or smile to
myself seeing parts of my own younger self in her words.”

me, “Well written and poignant. The section on the necessity of perseverance after a fall was
particularly helpful to me: "What makes our life pleasing to God is not what we accomplish but
how sincerely we try."”

The book by Kenneth E. Hagin has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 6 people have provided feedback.
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